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Discussion Questions
1. What's wrong with Julian Treslove? Why has his life been such a disappointment? What is missing in him?
2. How does Julian view his friend Sam Finkler? Why does Julian consider him a prototype of Jews? What is the
catalog of traits he ascribes to "the Finklers"?
3. What is the significance of the mugging incident, and why does it awaken Julian's desire to become Jewish?
4. Do you find Julian's regard for Judaism funny, endearing, or disturbing? Is he anti-semitic? Can you tell if (or
when) he's joking?
5. Describe the contrasting stances on Israel and Judaism taken by Sam and Libor Sevcik? Why, for instance,
won't Sam even use the word "Israel"? What are the range of positions on the Israel-Palestine question? Whom
do you side with?
6. What is the significance of the book's title, the "Finkler Question"?
7. Does Jewish exceptionalism exist? What are the arguments for or against?
8. There is a lot of wit in this book. What did you find especially funny—when Libor, for instance, tells Julian at
the Lewis Carroll Seder (!) that “the chicken symbolizes the pleasure Jewish men take in having a team of women to cook it for them”? What about Sam's bestselling book titles?
9. Is there far too much rumination, navel-gazing, or self-analysis in this book? Do
you find it tedious...or does Jacobson's humor enliven the book's introspection?
10. Is this book a comedy or tragedy?
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